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Figure 1:
Top five cities by population and their main providers

Introduction
The Internet is a global network of networks, yet every
country’s relationship to it is different. With this report, we
provide an outlook on the current state of the Internet in
Germany. We offer an analysis of the current market, assess
the potential for future growth, examine Internet routing in
the country and take a close look at its access to the global
Domain Name System (DNS). This analysis is based on what
we can observe from the RIPE NCC’s measurement tools as
well as a few external data sources.

The German Market
The German Internet market is highly competitive, with
several of the largest access providers offering services
nationally, including incumbent Deutsche Telekom,
Vodafone and 1&1. There are also several providers that
operate on a regional level, including Wilhelm.tel, M-net
and NetCologne. This regional division is fairly unique
in Western Europe and is likely a reflection of the highly
federalised nation. (Figure 1)

We present these findings ahead of the Internet Governance
Forum (IGF) in Berlin in the hopes that they will inform
discussion, provide technical insight, and facilitate the
exchange of information regarding Internet-related
developments in Germany and the different ways in which
policy can affect the technical landscape. This is the third such
country report that the RIPE NCC has produced as part of an
ongoing effort to support Internet development throughout
our service region by making our data and insights available
to local technical communities and decision makers alike.

The top five providers account for 89% of the total market
share, with the top 10 accounting for virtually 100%.
Supplementing these dominant players, we also see a
large number of small providers, many of them community
networks. (Figure 2)

Highlights
tt The Internet landscape in Germany is healthy and
robust, with an open market that results in a high level
of competition and resiliency.
tt However, Germany lags behind some of its Western
European neighbours when it comes to mobile
broadband Internet access, and the IPv4 run-out poses
a challenge to future growth.
tt Routing within the country is generally efficient but
could be further optimised.
tt There is an obvious difference in response times
between urban and rural areas.
tt There are many routes available to traffic flowing into
and out of the country.

Top five cities
by population

Main providers

Berlin
(3.5 million)

Vodafone, PYUR, 1&1, Deutsche
Telekom, Versatel

Hamburg
(1.8 million)

Vodafone, Colt, O2, 1&1, Deutsche
Telekom, Wilhelm.tel

Munich
(1.4 million)

M-net, 1&1, PYUR, O2, Vodafone,
Deutsche Telekom, Cablesurf

Cologne
(1.0 million)

Netcologne, 1&1,Unitymedia,
Deutsche Telekom, O2, Vodafone

Frankfurt
(0.7 million)

Deutsche Telekom, 1&1, Unitymedia,
Vodafone, Colt, O2, PYUR
Source: Wikipedia and Breitbandatlas

Figure 2:
Top 10 providers in Germany
Provider

Market share
39.7%

Deutsche Telekom
Vodafone
1&1
Unitymedia Kabel BW
Telefonica

19.9%
13.1%
10.4%
5.9%

EWE

1.8%

PYUR

1.8%

M-net

1.5%

NetCologne

1.2%

Other

1.7%
Source: BNetzA/Breitbandmessung
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Figure 3:
Digital Economy and Society Index
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Digital Dichotomy
Despite benefitting from an open and healthy market,
Germany exists in a digital dichotomy of sorts. On the one
hand, it is home to several leading high-tech companies,
such as Siemens, Airbus and several major automotive
manufacturers; on the other hand, the country lags behind
many Northwestern European countries when it comes
to digital services such as online banking, mobile phone
subscriptions and broadband access. (Figure 3)

Germany’s focus on extending broadband coverage led to
the establishment of the “Breitbandatlas”, a government
initiative to collect and publish information and monitor
progress on broadband coverage. Over the last three years,
more than €82 million has been invested under a federal
programme to stimulate broadband network building.1 At
the same time, we can expect the recent 5G auction to spur
further progress in coverage and access speeds.
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Figure 4:
Distribution of Local Internet Registries (LIRs) in Germany

1. Germany as seen from the
RIPE NCC
1.1. Number of Providers
The number of Local Internet Registries (LIRs) in Germany
is growing faster than in most Western European countries,
especially since the RIPE NCC reached the last large block
of available IPv4 address space (amounting to nearly 17
million addresses) in 2012. (Figure 5)

Hamburg

RIPE NCC Members and Local Internet Registries
(LIRs)
RIPE NCC members include Internet service providers,
content hosting providers, governments, academic
institutions and other organisations that run their own
networks in the RIPE NCC’s service region of Europe, the
Middle East and Central Asia. The RIPE NCC distributes
Internet address space to these members, who may
further assign IP addresses to their own end users. It is
possible for members to open more than one account,
called a Local Internet Registry (LIR).
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Figure 5:
Growth in the number of Local Internet Registries (LIRs) in Germany and other European countries

There are likely a number of factors contributing to
Germany’s growth, including a high level of engagement
between the RIPE NCC and the German technical community
and members’ familiarity with RIPE Policies, including LIRs’
entitlement to a final /22 allocation of IPv4 address space
(1,024 addresses) since 2012.

3, 000

However, an increasing number of LIRs doesn’t necessarily
translate into a growth in the number of Internet access
providers; often, individuals, businesses or other
organisations will open additional LIRs simply to receive
this final allocation of IPv4 address space.
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1.2 IPv4 Address Space in Germany
Despite the increase in the number of LIRs, and the fact that
Germany has received more /22s of IPv4 space (as permitted
by policy) than any other country in the RIPE NCC service
region, the amount of IPv4 address space in the country
has remained relatively flat since 2012, as these allocations
are relatively small, accounting for approximately 2% of the
122 million IPv4 addresses in Germany.
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Until 2012, members could receive larger amounts of IPv4
address space, based on demonstrated need. When the
RIPE NCC reached the last /8 of IPv4 address space in 2012,
the RIPE community instituted a policy allowing new LIRs
to receive a small allocation of IPv4 in order to help them
make the transition to IPv6, the next generation protocol
that includes enough IP addresses for the foreseeable
future. However, the transition to IPv6 has been slow, and
in the meantime, demand for IPv4 remains high.
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Figure 6:
IPv4 addresses transferred within, into and out of Germany between January 2013 and August 2019
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IPv4 Secondary Market
To fill the demand for more IPv4 address space, a
secondary market has arisen in recent years, with IPv4
being bought and sold between different organisations.
The RIPE NCC plays no role in these financial transactions,
ensuring only that the RIPE Database - the record of
which address space has been registered to which RIPE
NCC members - remains as accurate as possible.
As IPv4 has become more scarce, many providers have
turned to the secondary market. Germany is quite active
in this market: 3.5 million IPv4 addresses registered within
Germany were transferred between January 2013 and
August 2019. About half were transferred domestically
(between two German entities), while the other half were
transferred to entities in 34 other countries, mostly in the
RIPE NCC service region. The largest number of addresses
were transferred to Iran, France, Norway, Japan and the
UK. At the same time, approximately 2.2 million addresses
were transferred into Germany, with the largest number
coming from the US, Romania, India, Ukraine and Iran.
The net result is a positive balance of roughly 500,000
addresses coming into the country. The most active buyers
have been mobile operator Vodafone and hosting provider
Hetzner, together accounting for 40% of the addresses
received from international or domestic providers. It’s
unsurprising that (apart from Vodafone) we see most
of the large transfers going to hosting providers such as
Hetzner and Amazon, because technical workarounds that
allow multiple users to share a single IP address (discussed
below) are difficult in a hosting environment. (Figure 6)
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Figure 7:
Ten largest legacy space holders in Germany

Daimler
16,777,216

A100 ROW
2,097,152
BMW
393,216
ThyssenKrupp
262,144
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
196,608
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
196,608
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research
131,072
Microsoft
131,072
Bundespost
131,072
Vodafone Group Services
131,072
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However, these figures don’t include legacy space (IP
addresses that were distributed before the creation of the
RIPE NCC and the Regional Internet Registry system, and
which may or may not be in active use).
We sometimes become aware of legacy space transfers
via changes to the RIPE Database, but it’s impossible to
obtain a comprehensive picture of all legacy transfers. One
such example we’re aware of is the transfer of 2 million IP
addresses from the UK’s Department of Work and Pensions
to A100 Row (a German subsidiary of Amazon).
In total, nearly 39 million of the 122 million IPv4 addresses
registered within Germany are legacy space. The 10 largest
legacy space holders are shown in figure 7, along with the
number of IPv4 legacy addresses they hold.
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Figure 8:
Households with fixed broadband access in % (2018)

1.3 Potential for Future Growth
With 87% of German households having fixed broadband
access at home and only 82.8 mobile data subscriptions
per 100 inhabitants,2 there is still opportunity for growth,
particularly in the mobile market. However, this potential
could be hampered by a shortage of available IPv4
addresses - especially for newer entrants in the mobile
data marketplace.
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Given its current population, Germany will require an
additional 14.2 million addresses to reach a rate of 100%
mobile data subscriptions. Looking at trends in other
advanced economies, it’s likely that market demand could
eventually exceed one device per person. To reach a
saturation point of 1.25 devices per person, for example,
Germany would require an additional 34.9 million
addresses for mobile subscriptions. (Figure 8 & 9)
With IPv4 growing increasingly scarce and the cost of
addresses correspondingly increasing on the secondary
market, providers need to look to other solutions for
connecting new customers.

Figure 9:
Mobile broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants (Q4 2018)
180

The alternative approach, especially in the retail access
market, is to share a single IPv4 address among multiple
customers via a technology commonly referred to as carriergrade NAT (CGN). Originally popular in mobile broadband
networks, we now see the same method of address
sharing becoming increasingly popular in fixed broadband
networks to reduce the need for IPv4 addresses. As the
access market continues to grow in the wake of IPv4 runout, we can expect to see more and more CGN being used.
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Figure 10:
IPv4 use and IPv6 capability for top 10 providers

Provider (network ID)

Market share

39%

Deutsche Telekom (AS3320)

Vodafone (AS3209)

1&1 - Versatel (AS8881)

Unitymedia (AS31334)

Telefonica (AS6805)

20%
13%
10%
6%

IPv4 addresses
announced

IPv6-capable users
(change since 2018)

34,176,512

70% (+7%)

8,397,312

1.6% (+1.3%)

1,372,672

86% (+10%)

1,983,488

72% (-)

7,817,728

7.8% (+0.5%)

EWE (AS9145)

2%

858,880

0.14% (+0.05%)

PYUR (AS20880)

2%

132,096

28% (+7%)

M-net (AS8767)

1.5%

529,920

65% (-2%)

NetCologne (AS8422)

1.2%

561,408

82% (+11%)

Source: Market share data from BNetzA/Breitbandmessung, IPv6 data from APNIC

In order to get a sense of how big a strain IPv4 scarcity
exerts on some of the German access providers, we can
compare their size based on market share with the number
of IPv4 addresses they announce in the global routing table
(i.e. the addresses we assume are actually being used in the
network). (Figure 10)
We estimate that the total market for fixed broadband
is about 33 to 35 million connections, with Deutsche
Telekom reporting a total of 13.5 million fixed broadband
connections in their latest report from July 2019.3 The
number of IPv4 addresses announced by Deutsche Telekom
far exceeds the number of broadband connections, but we
must take into account that a single network also provides
mobile connectivity, and possibly connectivity for a number
of smaller international subsidiary networks. In addition,
some of the smaller providers are clearly under more strain
in terms of an IPv4 shortage.
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Figure 11:
IPv6 capability rates across Western Europe

1.4 IPv6
While technical workarounds like CGN offer temporary
solutions, transitioning to IPv6 is the only long-term way to
enable significant future growth and prepare for a future
that includes IoT, 5G and other emerging technologies.
Currently, about 41% of German Internet users have IPv6
capability, ranking the country among the most IPv6-capable
in Europe. Given the size of the German market, this level
of IPv6 deployment should have a significant impact on the
Internet and will hopefully help drive deployment in other
networks and markets. (Figure 11)
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However, following what appears to be a global trend, yearto-year growth in IPv6 is slowing down, and the number of
IPv6-ready users is levelling off. While the exact cause is
unknown, it appears there is some saturation within the
market, with many of the providers that offer IPv6 nearing
full deployment within their networks, or plateauing in
their own deployment.
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13%

CZ
11%
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13%

CH
32%

From observations in our data as well as in the market,
it appears that most of the significant IPv6 deployments
within the country are limited to wireline access products
such as DSL, cable and fibre. At the moment, we are
unaware of any large deployments in mobile broadband
(either 3G or 4G). The roll-out of 5G might provide an
opportunity for operators to rethink their long-term
strategy, and we hope that some will use the transition to
5G as an opportunity to re-provision customers with IPv6
access.

IT
3%

PT
25%

ES
3%

Source: APNIC

The German government has an active approach towards
IPv6, participating in IPv6 policy development and creating
a national IPv6 addressing plan. Despite these efforts,
however, it appears that public-sector IPv6 deployment
is trailing that of the private sector. In particular, we see
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that only 0.2% of the IPv6 address space assigned to the
German government appears to actually be in use.
With respect to content, about half of Alexa’s top 20 sites
in Germany offer their content over IPv6 (according to a
snapshot taken in July 2019), but this is largely due to the
non-German websites in the list. However, the situation
may be more optimistic when looking at traffic volume, as
content powerhouses including Netflix and YouTube do
offer IPv6.
Of course, this only shows a limited picture of the market.
At least two of the major hosting providers in the German
market, OVH and Hetzner, are known to offer IPv6. However,
it’s difficult to determine how many of their customers are
actually using IPv6 for the websites and services offered by
those networks.
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Figure 12:
Interconnections between major networks within Germany

2. Internal View of Germany

MyLoc
EWE TEL
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Hetzner
ECIX-Düsseldorf

PLusServer

Figure 12 shows interconnections between major networks
within Germany. The length of the arc represents the
percentage of the end users in the country. The open
part of the circle represents the sum of all networks that,
individually, provide connectivity to less than 1% of end
users.
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DE-CIX Frankfurt
Kabel
Deutschland

ECIX Hamburg
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Telia

IXPs clearly make up an important part of the ecosystem,
but we also see traffic going directly from network to
network or via third-party transit providers, which is likely
based on individual operational decisions rather than
algorithms devised to optimise routing.

Telefonica

Liberty Global

Vodafone Deutschland

Telefonica Deutschland

A network that serves end users

A sizeable end-user network
for which we have data

A transit network or an IXP
external to Germany

An IXP that is identiﬁed with
Germany

2.1 How Networks Reach Each Other
The open, competitive market that we see in Germany
also translates to a healthy interconnection market, as
traffic needs to flow between the many different available
providers. Part of that market is served by a number
of Internet exchange points (IXPs) operating in the big
data hubs (e.g. Hamburg and Frankfurt), while the rest is
served by direct peering arrangements or content delivery
networks that deliver traffic directly to end users.

A sizeable end-user network
for which we have no data
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Figure 13:
Traffic paths between two points in Berlin

2.2. Paths Taken by Domestic Traffic
We can take a closer look at where those traffic exchanges
take place and the influence of local exchange points by
looking at the likely paths taken by traffic going between
two points in the same city. Ideally, paths should travel in a
straight line from end user to end user, in order to reduce
round-trip times. In reality, however, this is almost never
feasible.

u
Stockholm

When looking at Berlin as an example, we can see several
cases of traffic with both an origin and destination in Berlin
itself being sent to other German cities – and even to cities
outside of the country. (Figure 13)

Amsterdam

An alternate, more detailed view of other cities paints a
similar picture. Figures 14a and 14b show the farthest paths
that exist between two points originating in and destined
for the same city.

s London

The farther a path extends from the origin/destination,
the more inefficient a path is – a phenomenon called
“tromboning”. We again see the local exchanges playing
an important role, but we also see traffic taking detours to
other cities – sometimes even other countries – in several
cases.

Prague

(It’s worth noting that these figures are based on
measurements that were taken at a particular point in
time and therefore offer only a snapshot of the situation;
however, measurements taken at any time would likely
offer very similar results.)
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Helsinki

Figure 14a:
Domestic tromboning of traffic paths extending beyond the origin/destination
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Figure 14b:
Domestic tromboning of traffic paths extending beyond the origin/destination
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Figure 15:
K-root locations reached from within Germany (IPv4)

2.3 The Effect of Routing on Providers and End Users
The unnecessary distance travelled by some traffic has an
effect on providers. Fibre is expensive for providers to lay
themselves, but it’s also expensive to buy capacity; either
way, those sending traffic to exchange points outside
of the country, or even cross-country, could cut costs by
improving their routing. In addition, the farther that traffic
travels, the higher the chance of it being disrupted at some
point along the path, for example, by a cable being cut.
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However, this sub-optimal routing has no noticeable impact
on end users. The Internet in Northwestern Europe is
densely interconnected by a vast array of fibre optical paths
with enormous capacity, centred around major hubs – such
as Frankfurt, Amsterdam and London – that are relatively
close to one another. From the perspective of most end
users, this results in fast response times regardless of their
location and that of the content they want to access. From a
technical point of view, the “digital single market” is indeed
borderless.
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2.4 Response Times
We can see just how efficient the system is by looking at
which K-root instances are reached from within Germany,
and the difference in latency to these different instances,
as measured from within our RIPE Atlas measurement
network. (Figure 15)
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K-root and DNS
K-root is one of the world’s 13 root name servers that
form the backbone of the Domain Name System (DNS),
which translates IP addresses into human-readable
URLs (such as www.ripe.net). The RIPE NCC operates
the K-root name server. A globally distributed network
of these root name servers, along with local “instances”
of them, provides redundancy and results in faster
response times.
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Figure 16:
Round-trip time ranges (with averages shown in yellow) to most-used K-root instances from all
vantage points within Germany (IPv4)

According to our measurements, the majority of end users
in Germany query K-root instances in Amsterdam and
Frankfurt, with Zurich, Geneva and Berlin rounding out the
top five. However, we saw a few individual queries being
routed to servers in remote locations, such as Buenos Aires
and Johannesburg. (We expect that in such cases, queries
will be answered by an instance of another root name
server, as all 13 root name servers show similar accessibility
from Germany.)
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We see a fairly random distribution in terms of which
K-root instance was reached from different locations
across Germany: end users from all over the country reach
instances in both Amsterdam and Frankfurt. The decision
is mostly influenced by the routing algorithms being
used in the providers’ networks, which have several DNS
anycast instances at equal distance to choose from. Minor
outages and scheduled maintenance likely result in some
fluctuations.
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As can be seen in figure 15, the various instances of K-root
reached is in constant flux, another sign of a highly dynamic
and borderless system with many nearby instances to
choose from.
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The average round-trip times for the most commonly
reached instances from vantage points across the country
are all under 30ms, with Frankfurt, Hamburg, Berlin,
Geneva and Amsterdam all under 20 ms. Even more distant
locations such as London and Sofia, which are on average
about twice as slow as the German instances, won’t result
in any noticeable difference for the end user. (Figure 16)
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Figure 17:
K-root instances reached from vantage points in the 1&1 network (with average round-trip times in
ms), showing a clear geographical division

Looking at individual networks, we see many providers that
route queries from throughout their networks to a single
K-root instance. However, one provider stood out from
the rest: measurements from within 1&1 Versatel showed
a very distinct geographical pattern. Clearly, the network
has been optimally configured to select the geographically
closest instance, resulting in the fastest possible response
times for its users. (Figure 17)
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Figure 18:
Cloudflare instances reached (with average round-trip times in ms)

By design, the DNS root only receives a limited number of
queries thanks to caching and the hierarchical namespace,
with many queries originating from recursive name servers
operated by the ISP rather than coming directly from the
end users.
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However, this is slightly different in the case of public DNS
resolvers, such as those offered by Google, Cloudflare
and a number of other companies, which are gaining in
popularity. With public DNS resolvers, every DNS query
from the end user is transmitted directly to the DNS
resolver, meaning an end user could notice a delay if their
device ends up querying a distant resolver.

Hamburg (7.07)
Munich (14.50)
Amsterdam (12.86)
Vienna (12.78)
Copenhagen (6.56)
Durban (179.81)

To investigate this possibility, we ran similar DNS
measurements towards the Cloudflare service to discover
which of the service’s locations is selected by different
networks and how quickly that particular instance responds.
(Figure 18)

Istanbul (41.45)
Paris (7.41)

Here we see much more of a geographical correlation than
in K-root, with queries being sent to the instance that is
geographically closest. This helps reduce round-trip times
– a key aspect of Cloudflare’s business as a content hosting
provider. As a result, we see similar round-trip times as we
did with K-root, with averages under 20ms.
While most Internet users in Germany benefit from a highly
connected landscape, resulting in fast round-trip times, the
situation is different for users in rural areas.

Population density
k lower

higher l
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Figure 19:
Minimum round-trip times to first interconnect
throughout Germany, indicating a clear urban/
rural divide

Figure 20:
Minimum round-trip times to first interconnect
throughout the Netherlands, where national
policies have helped eliminate the urban/rural
divide

2.5 The Urban/Rural Divide
Enhancing broadband connectivity in Europe – or in some
cases, even enabling it at all – is an EU-wide priority, and
one that Germany in particular has highlighted in its policy
goals, having launched the Breitbandmessung portal
to gain deeper insight into broadband connectivity and
identify gaps within the country.
We used the RIPE Atlas measurement platform to look into
potential differences in response times between urban
and rural users throughout the country. Specifically, we
measured the minimum round-trip times between several
thousand vantage points and the infrastructure core (i.e.
the first interconnect, beyond the end user’s own network).
This gives us a reasonable indication of the quality of the
“last mile,” where congestion due to low capacity or a
higher bit error rate would add significantly to the roundtrip time. (Figure 19)
Plotting the results on a map in relation to population
density, we clearly see a pattern emerge, indicating that
rural areas experience significantly higher round-trip times
than the more densely populated urban centres. Given
the economic barriers to building fibre networks to service
rural areas, this doesn’t come as a surprise.

Minimum round-trip time
k lower

higher l

Population density
k lower

higher l

However, there are other countries where this isn’t
the case. One such example is the Netherlands, where
we see much better connectivity in rural areas than in
Germany. Of course, the size of the two countries plays
a factor here, but even taking this into account, the last
mile in the Netherlands seems to offer better speeds and
performance. (Figure 20)
A contributing factor might be the Netherlands’
implementation of EU Directive 2014/61/EU, which involves
taking a policy approach to reduce the cost of implementing
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broadband networks. The combination of several national
policies appears to have paid off. These include measures
to mandate infrastructure sharing between operators
and the use (or sharing) of existing infrastructure – such
as sewer pipes or old NATO fuel lines – to support fibre
development.
This national strategy was combined with an awareness
campaign aimed at local councils and the general public
that highlighted the availability of financial support and
opportunities for public-private partnerships, in order to
encourage local communities to build and deploy local
networks in a cooperative way. After the initial investment,
several of these community networks have been taken
over and integrated by national operators.4
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Figure 21:
First German network encountered in routes entering Germany from the UK

3. External View of Germany

GTT-Backbone (AS3257): 6,349
Deutsche Telecom (AS3320): 2,293
Core-Backbone (AS33891): 1,605

rrc01
(United Kingdom):
22,855

1&1 Versatel (AS8881): 965
GoDaddy (AS20773): 750
euNetworks GmbH (AS13237): 615
Vodafone GmbH (AS3209): 421
DFN (AS680): 379
EWETEL (AS9145): 259
1&1 Internet SE (AS8560): 258
M-net (AS8767): 256
PlusServer (AS61157): 238
CONTABO (AS51167): 215
GHOSTNet (AS31025): 200
Link11 (AS34309): 164

Germany:
22,855

857 Other DE ASNs: 7,888

Deutsche Telecom (AS3320): 3,453

rrc15
(Brazil):
17,512

836 Other DE ASNs: 7,613

There are 11,000 prefixes (i.e. blocks of IPv4 addresses)
in the routing table that are located in Germany. For all of
these, we look at the routing data from a number of our
Routing Information Service (RIS) route collectors, identify
the first network in the path registered to Germany, and
count how often each occurs.
This gives an idea of which operators provide transit to
international traffic entering Germany. If every prefix had
one unique entry point into German network space, the
total number of paths would equal the number of prefixes.
In practice, we see roughly twice as many. This is a good
indication of diversity in the routes available to outside traffic.

Figure 22:
First German network encountered in routes entering Germany from Brazil

Core-Backbone (AS33891): 1,171
1&1 Versatel (AS8881): 847
GTT-Backbone (AS3257): 838
GoDaddy (AS20773): 750
euNetworks GmbH (AS13237): 497
DFN (AS680): 468
Vodafone GmbH (AS3209): 299
M-net (AS8767): 257
EWETEL (AS9145): 251
PlusServer (AS61157): 249
TNIB (AS21385): 248
CONTABO (AS51167): 215
GHOSTNet (AS31025): 193
Link11 (AS34309): 163

Looking beyond how networks and users connect to one
another within the country, we now take a look at how
Germany is situated in the global Internet – that is, how
traffic flows into and out of the country. The RIPE NCC’s
measurement tools cannot measure traffic flow directly,
but they can provide an idea of the different paths available
to incoming and outgoing traffic.

We’ve included two examples of these measurements: the
view of paths available for traffic originating in the UK and
Brazil. (Figure 21 & 22)
Germany:
17,512

From all the locations we looked at, we see a large number
of “other” German networks, which together account for
a large fraction of transit into the country. This could be
a sign of diversity; however, these smaller networks could
themselves be customers of a small number of large,
internationally operating, non-German transit networks.
We therefore investigated this possibility further. The
following diagrams look at the networks in the routing
paths before encountering any of the networks grouped
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Figure 23:
Last non-German network encountered in routes entering Germany from the UK

into the “other” category (again using the examples of
traffic originating in the UK and Brazil). (Figure 23 & 24)

TELIANET (AS1299): 2,910

Although transit providers like Telia, Level3 and Cogent
account for a good part of the first transit networks that
fall into the “other” category, there is still a substantial
number whereby the next network encountered, from the
perspective of the RIS peers, is already a German ASN.

LEVEL3 (AS3356): 2,089
COGENT-174 (AS174): 1,626
COLT (AS8220): 1,187
rrc01
(United Kingdom):
18,012

NTT-COMMUNICATIONS (AS2914): 938
ZAYO-6461 (AS6461): 614
KPN (AS286): 494
VOXILITY (AS3223): 266
RETN-AS (AS9002): 225
AS-ANX (AS47147): 185
VODAFONE (former CW) (AS1273): 159
TATA COMMUNICATIONS (AS6453): 142
HURRICANE ELECTRIC (AS6939): 129

857 DE ASNs:
18,012

Germany:
18,012

536 DE ASNs: 5,668
128 Other non-DE ASNs: 1,380

As the incumbent provider, Deutsche Telekom is clearly a
big international player in the German Internet landscape.
However, it’s clear that Germany also benefits from an
open, competitive market that allows many other providers
to contribute to a healthy level of diversity in terms of how
traffic reaches the country, and the paths it has in exiting
the country for other destinations.

Figure 24:
Last non-German network encountered in routes entering Germany from Brazil
Durand (AS22356): 3,184
TELIANET (AS1299): 2,819
GlobeNet (AS52320): 2,184
LEVEL3 (AS3356): 2,064
rrc15
(Brazil):
20,268

COGENT-174 (AS174): 1,629
NTT-COMMUNICATIONS (AS2914): 1,057
COLT (AS8220): 560
KPN (AS286): 334
RETN-AS (AS9002): 326
VOXILITY (AS3223): 266
TATA COMMUNICATIONS (AS6453): 208
AS-ANX (AS47147): 184
VODAFONE (former CW) (AS1273): 159
HURRICANE ELECTRIC (AS6939): 134
222 DE ASNs: 3,867
127 Other non-DE ASNs: 1,293

836 DE ASNs:
20,268

This indicates routing diversity in the form of direct
relationships between German and foreign networks in
providing transit. The German networks could be peering
close to the route collector, the foreign network could be
peering in Germany, or they could meet somewhere in
between at another exchange point. An example visible in
figure 24 is Durand, a Brazilian operator with a presence at
DE-CIX, Germany’s largest Internet exchange point.

Germany:
20,268

Indeed, this is echoed in Qrator Labs’ 2019 National Internet
Segments Reliability Research & Report,5 which ranks Germany
as first in the world for the third consecutive year and
finds that if Deutsche Telekom underwent a hypothetical
massive disruption, only 2.19% of German networks and
providers would be significantly affected.
This high level of interconnection – which comprises both
international providers peering at DE-CIX or another of the
large Internet exchange points, along with providers peering
internationally – results in healthy diversity, robust resiliency,
and short path lengths for Internet users in Germany.
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Conclusion
Overall, we see a competitive and diverse market in
Germany, with a wide variety of large, mid-size and smaller
access providers. While this likely has a positive effect on
pricing for the average user, it also offers a high level of
resilience against disruptions and outages.
It’s worth noting that all of the observations in this report
are based on active paths, and there is likely an entire
“hidden” world of back-ups that would automatically
take over in the case of any disruptions. This redundancy
provides the system with even more resiliency.
Although most German Internet users benefit from being
in the midst of one of the most highly connected locations
anywhere, there is an obvious divide between urban and
rural users. We also see a minority of cases where providers
could optimise their routing in order to lower costs.
The increasing shortage of IPv4 will become a bigger hurdle
in connecting the remaining 13% of German households
currently without fixed broadband access and the more
than 14 million inhabitants without mobile broadband
Internet access.
To achieve these goals, as well as to be able to support
the roll-out of 5G and the development of IoT and other
emerging technologies, the country will need to consider
ways to further advance IPv6 deployment, despite its
already relatively high ranking in IPv6 capability.
Given its highly developed technical landscape, political
commitment and open market, Germany should face no
real obstacles in paving the way for this next phase of
Internet development.
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About the RIPE NCC
The RIPE NCC serves as the Regional Internet Registry
for Europe, the Middle East and parts of Central Asia. As
such, we allocate and register blocks of Internet number
resources to Internet service providers (ISPs) and other
organisations.
The RIPE NCC is a not-for-profit organisation that works to
support the open RIPE community and the development of
the Internet in general.
Although based in Amsterdam, the RIPE NCC has staff
based across our service region to better understand
and serve the needs of our members and other Internet
stakeholders.
Data Sources
The information presented in this report and the analysis
provided is drawn from several key resources:
RIPE Registry
This is the record of all Internet number resources (IP
addresses and AS Numbers) and resource holders that the
RIPE NCC has registered. The public-facing record of this
information is contained in the RIPE Database, which can
be accessed from www.ripe.net.
RIPE Atlas
RIPE Atlas is the RIPE NCC’s main Internet measurement
platform. It is a global network of thousands of probes
that actively measure Internet connectivity. Anyone can
access this data via Internet traffic maps, streaming data
visualisations, and an API. RIPE Atlas users can also perform
customised measurements to gain valuable information
about their own networks. https://atlas.ripe.net

Routing Information Service (RIS)
The Routing Information Service (RIS) has been collecting
and storing Internet routing data from locations around
the globe since 2001. https://www.ripe.net/ris
The data obtained through RIPE Atlas and RIS is the
foundation for many of the tools that we offer. We are
always looking at ways to get more RIPE Atlas probes
connected and to find network operators willing to host
RIS collectors. Please see the RIPE Atlas and RIS websites
to learn more.
Other RIPE NCC tools and services
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tt RIPE IPmap: https://ipmap.ripe.net/
tt K-root:
https://www.ripe.net/analyse/dns/k-root
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